
Long considered one of the world's most significant wartime mysteries, the fateful dusk encounter 
between HMAS Sydney (II) and the German raider Kormoran stands as Australia's single largest naval 
disaster. The loss of both ships on the night of 19 November 1941 with Sydney's full war complement of 
men and boys sparked a growing mystery spanning sixty-six years for Australia's most famous fighting 
ship and for one of Germany's best known raiders. 

The 2008 discovery of the wrecks captured the imagination of two young researchers who dreamt 
and then lived their impossible dream — bringing what lies in total darkness on the seabed nearly three 
kilometres beneath the waves and over 100 kilometres from the coast to the surface for all to experience.

This had never been done before. Needing a state-of-the-art ship and its crew, the most modern of 
underwater vehicles, state-of-the-art visual modeling and reconstructive imaging technology, an unheard 
of array of mounted lighting and cameras, and the support and services of some of Australia's leading 
scientists, maritime archaeologists and historians, they succeeded beyond their wildest dreams. 

From great depths features the results of their astounding success, presenting absolutely stunning 
underwater photography and fascinating new discoveries, brought together with inspiring and heart-
rending personal accounts of wartime service on the ships, and their fierce battle with the devastating 
loss of over 700 souls from both sides.

SELLING POINTS

• Released as a commemorative publication to mark the 75th anniversary of the famous battle 
establishing appeal to the growing families of the lost crews and their relatives.

• Written, illustrated and attractively designed to appeal to both the general reader and those with a 
special interest in military history, archaeology, sciences and the digital arts.
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T H E KO R M O R A N L I S T :  
R E CO R D I N G I T S  S U CC E S S E S

W E S  O L S O N

Fully provisioned, and able to carry 5,200 tonnes (5,118 

tons) of diesel fuel, with a theoretical endurance of 84,500 

nautical miles at 10 knots, Kormoran was able to remain at 

sea for a year. Detmers’ orders stated that a ‘long-term 

restriction and harassing of the enemy is more important to 

the success of the operation than a high record of sinkings 

accompanied by a rapid deterioration of the auxiliary 

cruiser’.1 Detmers, like other raider captains, was expected 

to rescue the crews of vessels that were sunk, but as the 

prisoner accommodation in Kormoran’s bows was limited, 

whenever possible, prisoners were to be transferred to 

supply ships or captured vessels (prize ships) for onwards 

passage to Germany via occupied France. Detmers scored his 

first success on 6 January 1941, the Greek steamship Antonis 

carrying a cargo of Welsh coal. Her twenty-eight man crew 

and one passenger (a stowaway) were taken prisoner and 

the ship was ransacked and sunk by scuttling charge. Twelve 

days later the raider sank the British tanker British Union 

after a running gun battle. Her holds were empty, so she 

was sunk with a torpedo; twenty-eight of her crew, a caged 

bird and a monkey were rescued, leaving seventeen men 

unaccounted for. 

The high-speed chase of British Union revealed major 

problems with the crankshaft bearings in two of Kormoran’s 

main engines. Detmers dismissed the idea of returning to 

port, encouraged his engineers to do the best they could 

The victory list appearing on the bulkhead behind the  
forward 15 cm gun on Kormoran’s starboard side. The graffiti reads: 

 ‘If the World was full of Devils we would still succeed.’
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was damaged in the action, making it impossible to launch 

any of the boats. With the improved lighting available, the 

2015 expedition found new evidence at Sydney’s crucial 

command structures. As Wes Olson observed when he first 

saw the ROV images while on board DOF Subsea’s Skandi 

Protector:

We clearly saw a 15-cm shell hole in the port side of 

the compass platform as well as damage to the DCT 

base. We now know how Sydney’s command and gun 

control was knocked out so early in the battle.1 

During the transit of the ROVs through the debris field, 

a large number of expended 4-inch cartridge cases that 

are likely to have rolled off Sydney’s deck as it sank were 

identified on the seabed. These appear to be evidence that 

those of Sydney’s 4-inch gun crew who survived Kormoran’s 

initial barrage continued fighting hard and for as long as 

possible, despite having no central command structure. 

While little of this is mentioned in any of the literature, 

the evidence is supported by recently emerged personal 

accounts from the Kormoran crew, such as those that 

appear in Keith Rowe’s earlier chapter.
A 15-cm shell hole in Sydney's bridge that would have  
destroyed the central command.

Significant damage sustained to the base of  
Sydney's Director Control Tower.
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flame died down the Kormoran lifted her bow into the air 

and slipped backwards under the surface.37 The survivors 

on board their boats and rafts then slowly disappeared 

into the night, the distances between them gradually 

increasing. German casualties from the battle with HMAS 

Sydney totalled eighty officers and men, including one of 

the Chinese laundrymen taken off a captured ship. 

As naval historian John Perryman records:

The air searches [for HMAS Sydney] produced their 

first results early on the morning of 25 November. 

At 0700 a German life-boat was sighted North-

North-West of Carnarvon. Further sightings during 

the day revealed up to five German boats in the area 

at that time.

Eventually two boats, those commanded by 

Lieutenant Commander Henry Meyer and Chief Petty 

Officer Paul Kohn, came ashore unaided some 50 and 

70 miles, respectively, north of Carnarvon. Organised 

land parties were despatched, later apprehending 

those groups during the afternoon of their landing. 

The steamer Koolinda picked up a third boat, 

Centaur one (containing Detmers) and HMAS Yandra 

one. Based on records made at the time, the total 

L I E U T E N A N T CO M M A N D E R  
M E Y E R’S  N OT E S

19.11  24h Detonat. 19.11 midnight explosion.

20.11. 0600 meeting with von Gosseln and one rubber boat. 1200 course NE, 3 sea miles.

21.11  Course ENE. Wind south force 4. Day’s run 24 sea miles. Total distance 27 sea miles.

  Evening stormy from the south. Big swell from the SE and SW. Running before the wind the whole night.

22.11  Course ENE. Wind S to E and S to W. Day’s run 36 sea miles. Total distance 63 sea miles. 1800 sea anchor out.

  0400 NNE and N with storm foresail then steered NW about 3 sea miles. Wind SSW, S and SE from 0700.  
40 degrees 5 sea miles.

 1200 Day’s run 19 sea miles. Total distance 58 sea miles. From 1200 steered 50 degrees with foresail, at times 
with mainsail farther to the ENE at 2 knots.

 At night the boat takes on a lot of water and we drift.

23.11  Day’s run 18 sea miles. Course NE. Total distance 81 sea miles. 

 0400 Foresail set. Wind SW force 4/5/6. Big sea. SW swell.

24.11  Course ENE. 2.5 knots, evening 1.5 knots. 1200 sighted high, steep coast from about 15 sea miles. Keep going  
until midnight. Marked time [stopped and held position].

 Sailed during the night with foresail. 0700 set the mainsail. From 0800 making 4 knots. SE wind. Big sea until 
0700, from 0700 moderate. Day’s run 30 + 10. 40 sea miles. Total distance 121 sea miles.

25.11  0330 Seek under foresail a place to land. First bay is a good place but not reachable any more. Second bay all 
unsuitable. Third bay still to the north as there is no possibility of travelling south either under sail or with oars.

 Set watch 1 hour forward. On watch 1st and 2nd division Oberleutnant Schaefer. At 1600 police come and advise 
that we will be transported to Carnarvon. For 1700. We are driven off in two trucks. At 1900 encountered 48 men 
from battery 4. Kohls was also there. The drive to Carnarvon was horrible for me. The splinter appears to be 
festering. I’m glad that I got the boat here. 

(Translation by David Kennedy)

Injured by shrapnel during the battle, Lieutenant Commander Meyer 
kept notes of his life-boat voyage on the reverse of six photographs of 

his family. The photos were donated to the Western Australian  
Museum by his family nearly sixty years later.  

Courtesy Peter Meyer.
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